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ABSTRACT 

Socioeconomic status (SES) is a key predictor of a multitude of health and 

functional outcomes, and growing up in low SES contexts is associated with poor 

neurocognitive outcomes and mental health problems across the lifespan. Recent studies 

of the links between SES and brain development suggest that associations between low 

SES and poor neurocognitive and health outcomes are likely accounted for by impacts on 

neurodevelopment. Low SES is associated with structural brain development, including 

reduced cortical thickness in frontal regions relevant to higher-level cognitive functions. 

However, understanding of how the impacts of SES on neurodevelopment contribute to 

developing psychopathology is limited. The study of how neurodevelopmental processes 

may contribute to depression is of particular interest given numerous neural correlates of 

depression, including reduced cortical thickness in frontal regions. Whereas both SES 

and depression independently have demonstrated associations with grey matter 

maturation, no studies to date have examined how the associations between SES, 

depression, and cortical structure interrelate. The current study addresses this gap in the 

literature by examining associations between SES at both household and neighborhood 

levels, depression symptoms, and cortical structure in adolescence. Furthermore, 

exploratory analyses investigated specific pathways of SES effects on depression 

symptoms and cortical structure through exposure to psychosocial stress. Data were 

drawn from an ongoing prospective longitudinal study of reward function development. 

Participants included 232 youth ages 9-13 (57.03% female; 46.59% White, 39.36% 

African American, 11.24% Multiracial, 2.81% Other; 11.24% Hispanic) and their 

primary caregivers who completed assessments of depression symptoms and stress at 
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baseline and a 9-month follow-up, as well as an MRI assessment between baseline and 

follow up. Regression analyses examined associations between 1) SES to cortical 

structure, 2) SES to depression symptoms, 3) baseline depression symptoms and cortical 

structure, and 4) cortical structure to depression symptoms at follow-up. Structural 

equation models examined indirect effects of 1) SES on depression symptoms through 

cortical structure, 2) SES on cortical structure through depression symptoms, and 3) SES 

on cortical structure and depression symptoms through experiences of psychosocial 

stress. Neighborhood SES was positively associated with mean cortical thickness, and 

household SES was inversely associated with depression symptoms at follow up, 

controlling for baseline symptoms. No indirect effects were identified. Findings suggest 

that different aspects of SES may confer unique risks for neural and psychosocial 

development in early adolescence, such that SES of the neighborhood appears to have 

global effects on neurodevelopment that are not mediated by mood or proximal stress, 

whereas SES of the household appears to be associated with increasing mood symptoms 

and heightened stress experiences in early adolescence. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background 

Socioeconomic status (SES), conceptualized as the strata within society across 

individuals from those who are “better off” to those who are “worse off” in terms of 

material resources (e.g., income) as well as non-material resources (e.g., status, prestige; 

Farah, 2017), is associated with numerous health outcomes (Kondo et al., 2009). In 

particular, growing up in the context of low SES (poverty) is associated with adverse 

neurocognitive developmental outcomes, including literacy and language skills 

(Letourneau et al., 2013), higher-order cognitive functions (Lawson et al., 2018), and 

internalizing and externalizing behavior problems (Letourneau et al., 2013). With 

approximately 20% of youth in the US growing up in poverty (DeNavas-Walt & Proctor, 

2013), understanding the transaction between SES and neurodevelopment, as well as the 

consequences for mental health, is an important and relatively understudied area of 

research. 

Study of the relationship between low SES and adverse outcomes is complicated 

by multiple operationalizations of SES. Regarding low SES, poverty lines or thresholds 

demark the point at which available resources are insufficient to meet “basic” needs 

(Callan & Nolan, 1991). Although poverty and SES are frequently referred to 

interchangeably in the literature, poverty refers primarily to income-to-needs ratios, 

whereas SES can include multiple indicators including income, educational attainment, 

and occupational status (Oakes & Rossi, 2003), which are often, but not always 
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correlated with one another (Braveman et al., 2005; Chen & Paterson, 2006). 

Furthermore, there are additional correlated, but conceptually distinct, psychosocial 

factors that often are conflated with SES, including race, ethnicity, family composition 

(e.g., rate of single parent families), and exposure to abuse, neglect, or environmental 

toxins (Farah, 2017). Due to these multiple operational definitions, studies vary widely in 

the indicators used to represent SES and rarely directly examine the specific contributions 

of different components of SES. In spite of the heterogeneous indexes of SES, similar 

associations with adverse health outcomes robustly emerge across study methodologies 

(Kondo et al., 2009). Attention to the specific contributions of SES dimensions may 

clarify the mechanisms underlying relationships between low SES and poor health 

outcomes.  

Poor cognitive outcomes also have been associated with low SES, with the most 

commonly documented finding being lower overall IQ (Barajas et al., 2008; Hackman & 

Farah, 2009) and poorer academic outcomes (Sirin, 2005). However, these general 

measures give little information about associations between low SES and specific 

dimensions of neurocognitive functioning. Recent studies into specific neurocognitive 

functions have found nuanced associations between SES and cognition. Farah et al. 

(2006) found that SES was associated with specific cognitive processes, including 

language, memory, working memory, and cognitive control. Furthermore, a recent meta-

analysis found small to medium effect sizes for the relationship between SES and 

executive functions (e.g., cognitive control, working memory) in children (Lawson et al., 

2018). Mental health outcomes in youth also have been associated with SES, with lower 

SES associated with increases in symptoms across both internalizing and externalizing 
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problem domains (Letourneau et al., 2013). 

The reported associations between SES and cognitive and mental health outcomes 

raise questions about their underlying mechanisms. Study of early adverse psychosocial 

experiences have begun to examine biophysiological mechanisms through which early 

adversity “gets under the skin” and influences physiological functioning, with effects 

documented across body systems including neural, endocrine, immune, and metabolic 

functioning (Berens et al., 2017). The “biological embedding” of environmental stress is 

further suggested to be most likely to occur during periods of active development (Berens 

et al., 2017). Thus, the long and complex processes of neurodevelopment render the brain 

particularly sensitive to environmental impacts throughout childhood and adolescence 

(Fox et al., 2010). 

Consistent with biological embedding theory, results of numerous studies have 

demonstrated that SES is associated with structural brain development (Farah, 2017). 

Specifically, growing up in low SES contexts is associated with reduced grey matter 

volume and surface area globally and more specifically in prefrontal and temporal 

regions, as well as reduced amygdala and hippocampal volume (for review see Johnson et 

al., 2016; Farah, 2017). However, the specific biological mechanisms underlying the 

associations between SES and neurodevelopment remain unclear.  

Johnson and colleagues (2016) presented a conceptual model describing how SES 

may shape brain development through key environmental mediators including material 

resources (e.g., educational opportunities, language exposure), stress (e.g., parenting 

quality), and environmental toxins (e.g., lead exposure). Exposure to different 

environmental/psychosocial stressors thereby provide multiple specific pathways linking 
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SES to neural structure and associated neurocognitive outcomes (Johnson et al., 2016). 

Low SES is associated with individual experiences of psychosocial stress including 

higher exposure to negative life events (Brady & Matthews, 2002; Hatch & Dohrenwend, 

2007) and harsher and more punitive parenting style (Roubinov & Boyce, 2017; Luby et 

al., 2013). At the neighborhood level, individuals living in low SES neighborhoods report 

low perceptions of neighborhood safety (Meyer et al., 2014) and have elevated 

biomarkers of chronic stress (Robinette et al., 2016). The multitude of psychosocial 

stressors associated with SES places those growing up in low SES contexts at risk for 

physiological consequences of chronic stress exposure (e.g., stress hormones) and, in 

turn, impacts on neurodevelopment (Lupien et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2016). 

To date, little attention has been paid to the ways that the associations between 

SES and brain development may contribute to mental health outcomes. Nonetheless, 

study of associations between SES and brain development is highly relevant to the 

etiology of psychopathology in light of neurodevelopmental processes underlying 

psychopathology. The neural bases of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), a highly 

prevalent and debilitating psychological disorder that is globally identified as a leading 

cause of disease burden (Ferrari et al., 2013), have been a focus of much study. 

Numerous structural and functional neural correlates of MDD have been identified in 

cortical and subcortical structures, primarily those involved in reward processing, social 

processing, and executive functions (for review see Singh & Gotlib, 2014). Recent 

research highlighting neurodevelopmental factors that contribute to MDD (for review see 

Weir et al., 2012) has led to arguments for conceptualizing MDD as a 

neurodevelopmental disorder (Weir et al., 2012). Thus, the transactions between neural 
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development and emerging depression remain unclear, and their study gives rise to a 

rapidly growing area of research. 

When considered in light of biological embedding theories of neurodevelopment, 

associations between depression and cortical grey matter structure are of particular 

relevance. Specifically, MDD is associated with reduced cortical thickness and grey 

matter volume, primarily in frontal cortical regions such as the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) 

and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) in adults (Koolschijn et al., 2009; Schmaal et al., 

2017) and adolescents (Schmaal et al., 2017; MacMaster et al., 2014). Longitudinal 

studies find bidirectional relationships between frontal cortical structure and depression 

in childhood and adolescence. Studies have found that reduced grey matter volume and 

cortical thickness in the OFC and ACC predict future increases in depressive symptoms 

(Bos et al., 2018) and MDD onset (Foland-Ross et al., 2015) in adolescence. Studies also 

found that depressive symptoms (Marrus et al., 2015) and diagnosis (Luby et al., 2016) 

significantly predict reductions in grey matter volume and cortical thickness in these 

areas. Thus, although associations between depression and cortical structure have been 

observed across development, exactly how, when, and for whom these characteristics 

emerge remains poorly understood. 

Typical neurodevelopment provides sensitive periods for the effects of 

environmental impacts. Normative cortical development is demonstrated by increases in 

grey matter volume and thickness throughout early childhood that peaks before puberty 

(between ages 9-11), followed by a prolonged period of cortical thinning that continues 

into young adulthood (Gogtay et al., 2004). Cortical thinning, a process by which 

connections across the brain become more streamlined, is understood to be the result of 
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synaptic pruning, a process particularly sensitive to stress (Delpech et al., 2015). These 

normative neurodevelopmental changes highlight adolescence as a sensitive period for 

the effects of environmental stress. It is likely no coincidence that adolescence is also a 

period of heightened risk for depression; epidemiological studies identify an increase in 

onset of MDD during adolescence (for review see Birmaher et al., 1996) with estimated 

prevalence rates ranging from 11% (Merikangas et al., 2010) to 25% (Kessler et al., 

2001).  

Thus, adolescence appears to be a sensitive neurodevelopmental period for 

depression (Pechtel & Pizzagalli, 2011) and environmental experiences during this time 

may leave lasting, neurobiological impressions (e.g., reduced grey matter volume and 

thickness in the OFC and ACC). An emerging literature examining the contribution of 

possible shared risk factors for depression and cortical grey matter structure yields 

findings consistent with this. Environmental stressors known to contribute risk to 

depression such as aggressive parenting (Schwartz et al., 2017; Yap et al., 2008), early 

adversity (De Brito et al., 2013; Luby et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2015) and stressful life 

events during adolescence (Walsh et al., 2014; Paquola et al., 2017), have also 

demonstrated inverse associations with grey matter volume and thickness in the OFC and 

ACC. It is important to highlight that many of the stressors associated with neural 

correlates of depression occur at higher rates among low SES populations (Gillham et al., 

1998; Roubinov & Boyce, 2017; Hatch & Dohrenwend, 2007).  

Despite this growing body of literature exploring the contribution of 

environmental stressors to the development of neural correlates of depression, few studies 

have explicitly considered the influence of SES. Consideration of the role of SES in the 
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neurodevelopment of depression is further indicated by robust associations between 

depression and SES; lower SES at the household (Reiss, 2013) and neighborhood (Kim, 

2008) levels have been inversely associated with depression in numerous studies. Thus, 

research to date has identified links between SES, structural brain development, and 

neurocognitive outcomes in children (Johnson et al., 2016; Farah, 2017). Growing up in 

low SES contexts is associated with deficits in specific cognitive functions (Lawson et 

al., 2018; Farah et al., 2006), as well as broad under-achievement on measures of overall 

intellectual functioning (Hackman & Farah, 2009). Separately, depression has 

demonstrated associations with structural brain differences in these same frontal cortical 

areas (Schmaal et al., 2017), as well deficits in associated cognitive functions (Snyder, 

2013). Exposure to environmental stressors associated with risk for MDD is both 

associated with its neural correlates, and experienced at higher rates in low SES 

populations. No research to date has considered how the contribution of SES – and 

associated psychosocial stress exposure – to neural and cognitive development relates to 

depression and its neural correlates.  

The Current Study 

The current study examined associations between SES, cortical grey matter 

maturation, and depression symptoms during adolescence. This work builds on prior 

study findings that have independently found associations between 1) SES and cortical 

structure, 2) SES and depression, and 3) depression and cortical structure.  

Multiple hypotheses can be drawn regarding the relationships between SES, 

frontal cortical structure, and depression symptoms in youth. One hypothesis is that lower 

SES impacts frontal cortical brain development, which, in turn, is associated with 
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depressive symptoms. An alternative hypothesis is that lower SES is associated with 

increased depressive symptoms, and the experience of depressive symptoms disrupts 

frontal cortical structural development. A final hypothesis, based in models of the 

mechanisms of the “biological embedding” of SES, is that SES impacts brain 

development via psychosocial and environmental stressors (Johnson et al., 2016). 

Exposure to stress secondary to low SES may be a risk factor for both impacts on frontal 

cortical structure and depressive symptoms. These experiences of stress may mediate the 

direct associations observed between SES and brain structure and between SES and 

depressive symptoms. We specifically consider the influence of psychosocial stress 

known to be associated with low SES, including increased exposure to stressful life 

events (Hatch & Dohrenwend, 2007; Brady & Matthews, 2002), low parental warmth 

(Roubinov & Boyce, 2017), and low perceived neighborhood safety (Meyer et al., 2014).  

The current study focused on cortical thickness as the index of gray matter 

structure and focuses on regions of interest (ROIs) that were previously shown to be 

associated with MDD. Prior studies have examined both volumetric (e.g., grey matter 

volume) and surface based (e.g., cortical thickness, surface area) metrics of cortical grey 

matter architecture in relation to both SES and depression. As grey matter volume is a 

composite of cortical thickness and surface area, traits that have been found to be 

genetically independent (Panizzon et al., 2009), the current study focused on cortical 

thickness as a metric of grey matter structure, following published recommendations 

(Winkler et al., 2010). Regarding ROIs, numerous meta-analytic studies of cortical grey 

matter differences between individuals with depression and healthy controls have 

identified reductions in grey matter volume (Koolschijn et al., 2009) and cortical 
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thickness (Schmaal et al., 2017) in specific frontal cortical regions, with most studies 

highlighting the OFC and the ACC as the ROIs demonstrating the most pronounced 

effects. Given the specific interest in the contribution of SES to the neurodevelopment of 

depression and its unique neural correlates, the current study examined the OFC and 

ACC as cortical structural regions of interest. In order to test for specificity of effects on 

these depression-related ROIs, we also examined effects of overall mean cortical 

thickness across the whole brain. 

We examined multiple indicators of SES that relate to income, income/needs 

ratio, and parent education. Studies vary widely in the indicators used to represent SES, 

and rarely directly examine the specific contributions of different types or components of 

SES. This work therefore expands on a literature that focuses primarily on household 

indices of SES by including both household and neighborhood level indicators of SES. A 

small number of studies simultaneously examined the contribution of individual and 

neighborhood SES and have found that neighborhood SES is associated with mental 

health outcomes beyond the effect of individual level SES (e.g., Kalff, 2001; Trupin et 

al., 2008). The inclusion of both household and neighborhood level indicators of SES 

allows for more exploratory examinations of whether certain effects can be attributed to 

the specific household socioeconomic context, broader neighborhood/community 

context, or both.  

Specific Aims and Hypotheses 

Primary Aim 1 

Examine direct effects between SES, frontal cortical structure, and depression 

symptoms. 
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Aim 1 hypothesis 1. There will be a positive association between measures of SES 

and cortical thickness, such that lower SES would be associated with reduced cortical 

thickness. It is hypothesized that effects of SES would be present for overall mean and 

ROI measures of cortical thickness.  

Aim 1 hypothesis 2. There will be inverse associations between measures of SES 

and depression symptoms, such that lower SES would be associated with increased 

depression symptoms.  

Aim 1 exploratory analyses. Exploratory analyses will be conducted to examine 

the direct effects between depression symptoms and frontal cortical structure. The current 

study will test whether depressive symptoms prospectively predict cortical thickness and, 

conversely, whether cortical thickness prospectively predicts depression symptoms 

(controlling for baseline). It is hypothesized that effects will be present in the OFC and 

ACC and that depression symptoms will be inversely associated with cortical thickness, 

such that higher depression symptoms are associated with reduced cortical thickness. 

Given the mixed directionality of findings in the extant longitudinal literature, cortical 

structure may predict symptoms, symptoms may predict structure, or bidirectional 

associations may be seen. 

Primary Aim 2 

Examine whether there are indirect effects between SES and depression 

symptoms through brain structure and whether there are indirect effects between SES and 

brain structure through depression symptoms.  

Aim 2 hypothesis 1. There will be indirect effects from SES to depression 

symptoms through cortical structure. Specifically, lower SES will be associated with 
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reduced cortical thickness, which, in turn, will be associated with increased depression 

symptoms. It is hypothesized that cortical ROIs, but not overall cortical thickness, will 

mediate this relationship.  

Aim 2 hypothesis 2. There will be indirect effects from SES to cortical thickness 

through depression symptoms. Specifically, lower SES will be associated with increased 

depression symptoms, which, in turn, will be associated with reduced cortical thickness. 

It is hypothesized that depression symptoms will be associated with thickness of cortical 

ROIs, but not overall cortical thickness. 

Exploratory Aims 

Explore the indirect effects of individual-level experiences of stress on the 

relationship between SES and cortical structure, and on the relationship between SES and 

future depression symptoms.  The following specific types of stress will be examined as 

mediators: recent exposure to stressful life events (number of negative life events; 

number of independent life events, number of dependent life events), perceived 

neighborhood safety, and parental warmth. These analyses will be exploratory, and 

indirect effects will be examined separately for household and neighborhood SES in 

order to test for possible specificity of stress effects to particular types of SES.   
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CHAPTER 2  

METHODS 

 

Participants 

Participants were drawn from the Temple Adolescent Development Study, a 

prospective longitudinal study of reward function development. English-speaking 

families with a child 9-13 years old at baseline living with at least one biological parent 

in the home were invited to participate. Youth with personal or parental history of bipolar 

disorder, psychotic spectrum disorder, as well as child diagnosis of serious neurological 

illness, learning disabilities, or developmental disabilities, including autism spectrum 

disorders, were ineligible for participation. Overall intellectual ability was also assessed 

at the baseline assessment, and participants with estimates of overall intellectual ability 

falling two standard deviations or more below the mean were excluded (Kaufman Brief 

Intelligence Test – Second Edition [KBIT-2] Full Scale IQ < 70; Kaufmann, 2004).   

Youth (N=249; 57.03% female; Mage = 11.01, SDage = 1.48) accompanied by one 

(n= 162) or two (n= 87) parents completed a baseline assessment between August 2016 

and December 2018. Parents provided consent and youth provided assent to the study. Of 

consented participants, 17 were excluded based on the following criteria: parent history 

of serious mental illness (n = 6), KBIT-2 FSIQ < 70 (n = 7), child history of 

neurodevelopmental disorder (n = 2), child age out of range (n = 1), and child 

accompanied by non-biological caregiver (n=1). Participants meeting inclusion criteria 

(N= 232, 56.90% female; Mage = 11.01, SDage = 1.48) did not significantly differ from 

excluded participants based on child age (t = 0.62, p = 0.54, d = 0.15), sex (c2[df= 1] = 
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0.02, p = 0.87, j = 0.01), race (c2[df= 4] = 2.99, p = 0.56, j = 0.11), or ethnicity (c2[df= 

1] = 0.01, p = 0.94, j = 0.01). 

Procedure 

The baseline assessment was completed in one four-hour visit, with some families 

(27.8%) returning for a one- to three-hour follow-up visit to complete the assessment. At 

the baseline assessment, children and parents completed structured diagnostic interviews, 

questionnaire assessments, behavioral tasks, and a cognitive assessment. Following the 

baseline visit, participants (N= 175; 58.29% female; Mage = 11.02, SDage = 1.45) 

completed a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessment at an average of 4.70 months 

(SD = 2.50) after the initial assessment. Participants (n = 178; 60.45% female; Mage = 

11.84, SDage = 1.51) completed an additional follow-up assessment an average of 9.80 

months (SD = 1.06) after the baseline visit. This assessment involved one three-hour visit 

during which participants completed abbreviated child diagnostic interviews assessing 

mood and psychotic symptoms, questionnaire assessments, and behavioral tasks. Attrition 

was not significantly associated with age at baseline (t = 0.63, p = 0.53, d = 0.10), sex 

(c2[df= 1] = 2.79, p = 0.10, j = 0.11), or race (c2[df= 4] = 4.21, p = 0.39, j = 0.14). 

Attrition was significantly associated with ethnicity (c2[df= 1] = 8.93, p < 0.01, j = 0.20) 

and depression symptoms at baseline (t = -2.03, p = 0.04, d = 0.25) such that retained 

youth were more likely to be non-Hispanic and to have reported fewer symptoms of 

depression at baseline. The sample for the current study includes participants who 

completed the baseline (T1), MRI (T2), and 9-month follow-up (T3) assessments. 

Demographics for the final study sample are included in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Participant demographics at each assessment.  
Consented at T1 Included at T1 Scanned at T2 Passed Quality 

Check at T2 Completed T3 

Total Number of Participants 249 232 175 161 178 
Sex n % n % n % n % n % 
   Male 107 42.97 100 43.1 73 41.71 67 41.61 71 40.11 
   Female 142 57.03 132 56.9 102 58.29 94 58.39 107 60.45 
Race n % n % n % n % n % 
   White 116 46.59 107 46.12 85 48.57 77 47.83 85 48.02 
   African-American 98 39.36 90 38.79 64 36.57 60 37.27 71 40.11 
   Asian-American 1 0.4 1 0.43 1 0.57 1 0.62 1 0.56 
   Multiracial 28 11.24 28 12.07 20 11.43 19 11.8 17 9.6 
   Other 6 2.41 6 2.59 5 2.86 4 2.48 4 2.26 
Ethnicity n % n % n % n % n % 
   Hispanic 28 11.24 26 11.21 17 9.71 16 9.94 14 7.91 
   Non-Hispanic 221 88.76 206 88.79 158 90.29 145 90.06 164 92.66  

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Age 11.01 1.48 11.00 1.48 11.02 1.45 11.09 1.45 11.84 1.51 
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Measures 

Brain Structure 

Frontal cortical structure was assessed via a structural MRI scan. 

The MRI assessment began with a 10 second scout to ensure proper head position. 

Structural 3D axial MPRAGE images were acquired over 5 minutes 48 seconds (FOV: 

250mm2, Res: 1mm3, Recon Res: 0.5x0.5x1mm3, 135 slices, TR: 7.1ms, TE: 3.2ms). 

Structural MRI data were processed using FreeSurfer version 6.0. The processing 

pipeline involved motion correction (Reuter et al., 2010), skull stripping (Ségonne et al., 

2004), Talairach transformation, segmentation of subcortical grey and white matter 

(Fischl et al., 2002), surface tessellation, and determination of the grey matter/white 

matter and grey matter/cerebral-spinal fluid boundaries based on image intensity 

gradients (Dale et al., 1999). A variety of surface-based data were derived via additional 

processing steps including surface inflation (Fischl, Sereno, & Dale, 1999), and 

registration across participants to a spherical atlas based on individual cortical folding 

patterns (Fischl, Sereno, Tootell, et al., 1999).  

Imaging data for one participant were excluded due to known artifacts (brain 

tumor). Imaging data for another participant were excluded due to excessive movement, 

which caused an inability to complete the processing. Quality-checking procedures were 

completed following suggested guidelines (FS Tutorial, 2019). Specifically, the cortex of 

each individual participant was visually inspected for inaccuracies in segmentation/ 

surface construction. Based on this inspection, 12 participants were excluded due to 

failures to segment the entire cortex. Thus, usable structural MRI data were available 

from 161 participants (58.39% female; Mage = 11.09, SDage = 1.45). Participants with 
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usable MRI data did not significantly differ from those with unusable MRI data based on 

child age (t = -1.93, p = 0.06, d = 0.48), sex (c2[df= 1] = 0.01, p > 0.99, j = 0.01), race 

(c2[df= 4] = 1.81, p = 0.77, j = 0.10), or ethnicity (c2[df= 1] = 0.01, p > 0.99, j = 0.03).  

Cortical Thickness 

Cortical thickness is derived as the closest distance between grey matter surface 

and the pial surface at each vertex (Fischl & Dale, 2000). As surface maps are created 

using spatial intensity gradients across tissue classes, they are neither simply reliant on 

absolute signal intensity nor restricted to the voxel resolution of the original data; thus, 

estimates are capable of identifying small (submillimeter) effects (Fischl & Dale, 2000). 

Estimates of cortical thickness have demonstrated validity within 0.25 mm with 

histological analysis (Rosas et al., 2002) and within 0.5 mm with manual measurements 

of MR slices (Kuperberg et al., 2003; Salat et al., 2004).  

Regions of Interest  

Thirty-four brain regions in each hemisphere of cerebral cortex are automatically 

parcellated following an atlas based on gyral and sulcal structure (Fischl et al., 2004; 

Desikan et al., 2006). Overall mean cortical thickness across the entire cortex was 

estimated separately for each hemisphere. Following a priori hypotheses, core analyses 

focused on the two estimated overall right and left mean cortical thickness, as well as 

ROIs in the four sub-regions of the OFC (left lateral, left medial, right lateral, right 

medial) and ACC (left caudal, left rostral, right caudal, right rostral).  

Socioeconomic Status (SES) 

Indicators of socioeconomic status were identified at both the household and 

neighborhood level for each individual participant. Parallel indices of similar SES 
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indicators were used across the household and neighborhood levels. Given established 

research highlighting their relative utility, indices of income, education level, and 

income/needs ratio or poverty were selected (Reiss, 2013). 

Household SES 

Indicators of household SES were gathered via parent-report questionnaires and 

interviews completed by primary caregivers (n = 197, 98.5% biological mothers). The 

following indices were included: yearly household income, primary caregiver education, 

and poverty status. Primary caregivers reported on annual household income and primary 

parent education by completing categorical measures with 9 ranges (see Table 3 below). 

Poverty status of each individual household was examined through comparison of 

household composition and income to national poverty lines. Household poverty 

thresholds, estimated annually by the US Census Bureau, are based on family size 

relative to the number of children <18 years old living in the home (United States Census 

Bureau, 2016-2018). For each family, the number of individuals living in the home was 

assessed during the primary caregiver structured diagnostic interview (Structured Clinical 

Interview for DSM-5; SCID-5). Total number living in the home, as well as number of 

adults and number of children, were coded from the overview section of the interview 

(response to question: “Who do you live with?”). For each family, the parent-reported 

yearly household income (see above, with the lower bound income estimate for each 

bracket used) and the number of adults and children living in the home were compared to 

reported poverty thresholds for the year 2017 (consistent with the most recent available 

year of neighborhood income/poverty rates) and coded as falling above (n = 45) or below 

(n = 116) the poverty line.  
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Neighborhood SES  

SES data are available at the census tract level through the American Community 

Survey (ACS; United States Census Bureau, 2013-2017). Census tract-level SES 

variables were linked to individual participants via geocoding based on individual 

household address. Participant address was collected during the initial phone screen. 

Participants who report moving address in the past 6 months (assessed during the Life 

Events Interview, see below) were excluded from analyses including neighborhood SES. 

Variables to index income, education, and poverty were drawn from the 2013-2017 ACS 

Five Year Estimates (United States Census Bureau, 2013-2017). Income was indexed as 

the median household 12-month income (adjusted for inflation) of the census tract in 

2017. Average educational attainment was indexed as the percent of individuals over age 

24 in the census tract with a Bachelor’s degree or higher. Poverty status was indexed as 

the percent of households with families in the census tract falling below the poverty level.   

SES Composites  

Composite SES variables were computed independently for neighborhood and 

household variables. As the SES variables were highly correlated with one another (rs 

>.50, see Table 2), individual indicators were standardized and averaged to calculate a 

single composite SES z-score for household and neighborhood SES. Summary scores 

were computed for participants with complete data on at least two indicators for 

household (n = 154) and neighborhood (n = 232) SES.  
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Table 2. Correlation between indicators of socioeconomic status (SES) 
Household SES  1 2 3 
1. Annual Household Income -   
2. Maternal Education 0.55** -  
3. Poverty Status 0.87** 0.50** - 
Neighborhood SES 1 2 3 
1. Median Income -   
2. % Adults Over 25 with BA 0.85** -  
3. % Families Below Poverty Line -0.78** -0.71** - 
Note: ** p < 0.01.    

 

Depression Symptoms 

Symptoms of depression were assessed via the Kiddie Schedule for Affective 

Disorders and Schizophrenia (KSADS). The KSADS is a semi-structured clinical 

interview, administered to both the primary caregiver and child. Depression symptoms in 

the last month were assessed, and a total number of current depressive symptoms in the 

past month was computed. The KSADS was administered at the baseline (n = 228) and 

the 9-month follow-up assessments (n = 178). In the KSADS, information about 

symptoms is gathered from both the parent and child, which is then synthesized by the 

interviewer into a single rating. Each symptom is rated by the interviewer on a 3-point 

scale as 1 = Not Present, 2 = Subthreshold, or 3 = Threshold separately for current (i.e., 

within the month prior to the assessment) or past (i.e., ever in the lifetime at baseline, 

ever in the follow-up period at the 9-month follow up) symptoms. Depression symptom 

counts were transformed from this 3-point rating scale into a binary variable indicating 

whether symptoms are present at clinical threshold (i.e., rating of 3) or not present at 

clinical threshold (i.e., rating of 1 or 2). A total count of current clinical symptoms was 

then calculated for each participant.  
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Stress 

The current study considered three domains of individual level stress: perceived 

neighborhood safety, parenting quality, and experience of stressful life events. These 

measures were selected due to their hypothesized relationships to multiple contexts (e.g., 

individual, family, community).   

Perceived Neighborhood Safety 

Parents (n = 165) completed a self-report measure of neighborhood safety. This 

measure consisted of five items rated on a 4-point Likert Scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 

= Disagree, 3 = Agree, 4 = Strongly Agree) including statements about perceived 

neighborhood safety (e.g., “there is a lot of crime in my neighborhood”, “my 

neighborhood is a good place to live”). A single summary score was computed, on which 

higher scores indicate higher perceived neighborhood safety. Internal consistency in the 

current study was excellent (a = 0.91).  Self-report ratings of neighborhood 

characteristics have been found to demonstrate strong internal consistency and test-retest 

reliability (Echeverria, Diez-Roux, & Link, 2004) as well as robust associations with 

objective neighborhood characteristics based on census data (Weden, Carpiano, & 

Robert, 2008). 

Parental Warmth 

Child perception of parenting quality of the primary parent was assessed using the 

30-item version of the Child’s Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI-30; 

Schludermann & Schludermann, 1988), completed by participants at the baseline 

assessment (n = 171; 57.9% female). This measure consists of 30 items describing 

parenting behaviors, which are rated by youth on a 3-point Likert scale (“not like my 
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parent”, “somewhat like my parent”, or “a lot like my parent”). The CRPBI-30 includes 

three subscales: parental acceptance/rejection, psychological control/psychological 

autonomy, and firm control/lax control. The current study focused on the 10-item CRPBI 

parental acceptance/rejection subscale, which assesses parental warmth, affection, and 

emotional connectedness (e.g., “My parent gives me a lot of care and attention”; “My 

parent smiles at me very often”) Internal consistency of this subscale in the current study 

was good (a = .86), which is consistent with published studies. Parental warmth as 

indexed by the CRPBI-30 parental acceptance/rejection subscale has demonstrated 

predictive validity, as prior studies have found positive associations between parental 

warmth and child outcomes including self-esteem (Putnick et al., 2008; Gray & 

Steinberg, 1999) and academic outcomes (Gray & Steinberg, 1999) as well as inverse 

associations with internalizing and externalizing symptoms (Wei & Kendall, 2014).  

Stressful Life Events  

Participants (n = 228) completed the Adolescent Life Events Questionnaire 

(ALEQ; adapted from Francis-Raniere et al., 2006), a checklist assessing the experience 

of 137 positive and negative life events over the past 6 months, with four additional free 

response items included to assess for additional self-reported positive and negative 

events. Endorsed events were further assessed using the Life Events Interview (LEI) for 

208 participants. For each event, subjective intensity (rated on a -4 [very bad] to +4 [very 

good] 9-point Likert scale), date(s) of occurrence, chronicity (events occurring daily for 

more than four days or at least biweekly for more than one month coded as chronic), and 

independence/dependence of the event on the actions of the participant were assessed. 

Reported events were 1) compared to a priori criteria to determine whether endorsed 
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events met a priori objective definitions and thresholds and 2) assigned an objective 

intensity (rated on a Likert scale of 1-4) based on these a priori criteria.  

For each participant, a count of total number of negative life events (NLEs) 

meeting objective thresholds was computed. Counts of the total number of NLEs that 

were coded as independent (i.e., outside of the control of the participant, such as an 

illness or a parent losing their job) also were computed. 
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Table 3. Means and standard deviations of study variables 
T1 variables     
 Household SES n Mean (SD) 
  Median Annual Income ($) 232 57,002.38 (33,882.00) 
  % Adults over 25 with BA 232 28.77 (19.32) 
  % families living below poverty line 232 16.94 (15.2) 
 Household SES n % 

  Household Income - - 
   Less than $20,000  14 9.09 
   $20,000-$39,999  36 23.38 
   $40,000-$59,999  26 16.88 
   $60,000-$79,999 17 11.04 
   $80,000-$99,999 18 11.69 
   $100,000-$119,999 13 8.44 
   $120,000-$149,999  13 8.44 
   $150,000-$179,000 8 5.19 
   $180,000 or more 9 5.84 
  Maternal Education - - 
   8th grade or less 0 .00 
   Some high school 6 3.47 
   High school degree or GED 27 15.61 
   Some college  37 21.39 
   2-year college degree  23 13.29 
   4-year college degree 46 26.59 
   Some graduate school  1 .58 
   Master’s degree 24 13.87 
   Doctoral degree 9 5.20 
  Household Poverty status - - 
   Above Poverty Line 116 75.32 
   Below Poverty Line 45 29.22 
 Depression N Mean (SD) 
  Current Threshold Symptoms 228 .30 (1.02) 
 Stress N Mean (SD) 
  Negative Life Events in past 6 months 208 9.32 (8.94) 
  Independent Negative Life Events 208 2.46 (2.75) 
  Perceived Neighborhood Safety 165 9.34 (3.43) 
  Parental Warmth 171 15.72 (4.15) 
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Table 3 Continued 
 
T2 Variables      
 Cortical Thickness (mm) N Mean (SD) 
  Left Hemisphere - - 
   Overall Mean 161 2.76 (.11) 
   Lateral Orbitofrontal Cortex 161 3.02 (.20) 
   Medial Orbitofrontal Cortex 161 2.84 (.20) 
   Caudal Anterior Cingulate Cortex 161 3.04 (.29) 
   Rostral Anterior Cingulate Cortex 161 3.28 (.26) 
  Right Hemisphere - - 
   Overall Mean 161 2.74 (.11) 
   Lateral Orbitofrontal Cortex 161 2.86 (.19) 
   Medial Orbitofrontal Cortex 161 2.97 (.20) 
   Caudal Anterior Cingulate Cortex 161 2.97 (.30) 
   Rostral Anterior Cingulate Cortex 161 3.37 (.25) 
T3 Variables     
 Depression N Mean (SD) 
    Current Threshold Symptoms 178 .20 (.85) 
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Analytic Approach 

All analyses were conducted in R (Version 3.5.1; 2018). Descriptive statistics and 

bivariate correlations (see Supplemental Table 1) were conducted using the stats package 

(R Core Team, 2018). Regression analyses and structural equation modeling (SEM) 

analyses were conducted using the lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012). Data screening 

procedures evaluated the distribution of all variables, assessing for normality, skewness, 

and kurtosis, and outliers (e.g., data points falling 3 standard deviations or more from the 

mean in normally distributed variables). All variables in the current study were normally 

distributed, with the exception of the count of depressive symptoms at both T1 and T3, 

which demonstrated a notable positive skew. Robust maximum likelihood (MLR) 

estimation therefore was used during both regression and SEM analyses to accommodate 

non-normality (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). 

To examine direct effect relationships between SES, cortical structure, and 

depression, multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine the prediction of 1) 

neighborhood and household SES to cortical structure, 2) the prediction of neighborhood 

and individual level SES to depression symptoms at baseline and follow up, 3) the 

prediction of baseline depression symptoms to cortical structure, and 4) the prediction of 

cortical structure to depression symptoms at follow up (controlling for baseline 

symptoms). Models controlled for age at scan and biological sex. When examining 

cortical structure as a predictor or outcome, 10 regression models were run using the 

same predictors, examining each cortical outcome across the two overall mean cortical 

thickness measures (right and left); four OFC ROIs (right lateral, right medial, left lateral, 

left medial); and four ACC ROIs (right caudal, right rostral, left caudal, left rostral).  
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Next, structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to examine indirect 

relationships between SES, depression symptoms, and cortical structure. Significance of 

indirect effects was estimated using bootstrapping (1000 bootstrap samples estimated). 

95% confidence intervals of the estimate of the indirect effect which did not contain 0 

indicated statistically significant effects.  

Models first examined possible indirect effects of SES on cortical structure via 

depression symptoms as described in Figure 1, with 10 SEMs estimated to examine each 

cortical outcome across the overall mean cortical thickness (2) and cortical ROIs (8).  

 

Figure 1. Model examining indirect effects of SES on cortical structure  

via depression symptoms. 
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Second, SEMs examined possible indirect effects of SES on depression symptoms 

at T3 via cortical structure as described in Figure 2, with 10 SEMs estimated to examine 

the full set of cortical outcomes.  

 

Figure 2. Model examining indirect effects of SES on depression symptoms at T3 

via cortical structure. 
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Finally, exploratory analyses examined stress as a mediator of the relationships 

between SES and cortical structure and SES and depression symptoms as described in 

Figure 3. Four variables to represent stress were examined: Total NLES, Independent 

NLEs, Neighborhood Safety Questionnaire, and CRPBI Parental Warmth Subscale. For 

each stress variable, 10 SEMs were estimated to explore each cortical outcome as above.  

 

Figure 3. Model examining stress as a mediator of the relationships between SES and 

cortical structure and SES and depression symptoms. 
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CHAPTER 3  

RESULTS 

 

Regression Models 

Primary Aim 1 

Direct Effects of SES on Cortical Thickness 

Neighborhood, but not household, SES was significantly positively associated 

with overall mean cortical thickness in the right hemisphere. Neither household nor 

neighborhood SES were associated with cortical thickness in the OFC or the ACC. See 

Table 4 for full results. 
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Table 4. Direct effects of SES on cortical thickness  
Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere  

Overall 
Mean 

Lateral 
OFC 

Medial 
OFC 

Caudal 
ACC 

Rostral 
ACC 

Overall 
Mean 

Lateral 
OFC 

Medial 
OFC 

Caudal 
ACC 

Rostral 
ACC 

  Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) 
Child Sex .03(.02) .04(.04) .02(.04) .18(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .08(.04)* .14(.05)** .06(.05) 
Age at 
Scan 

-.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.03(.01)* -.01(.02) -.02(.02) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.02(.01) .01(.02) -.01(.02) 

N. SES .02(.01)* .02(.02) .01(.02) .01(.03) .01(.03) .03(.01)** .02(.02) .01(.02) .04(.03) .02(.02) 
H. SES .00(.01) .02(.02) .01(.02) .04(.03) .01(.03) -.01(.01) .01(.02) .00(.02) -.02(.03) -.03(.03) 
Constant 2.84(.09)** 3.07(.16)** 3.15(.17)** 2.80(.22)** 3.29(.19)** 2.77(.09)** 2.84(.14)** 3.07(.15)** 2.67(.23)** 3.32(.21)** 
N 118 118 118 118 118 118 118 118 118 118 
R2 .08 .05 .05 .12 .10 .08 .04 .06 .07 .03 
Adjusted 
R2 

.05 .01 .01 .09 .07 .04 .00 .03 .03 -.01 

F(df=4,113) 2.52* 1.38 1.32 3.90** 3.02* 2.34 1.05 1.87 1.98 .79 
Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01 
H. SES = Household SES; N. SES = Neighborhood SES  
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Direct Effects of SES on Depression Symptoms 

Neither household nor neighborhood SES were significantly associated with the 

number of current depression symptoms reported by youth at T1. Household, but not 

neighborhood, SES demonstrated a significant inverse association with the number of 

depression symptoms reported at follow-up, controlling for symptoms at baseline. See 

Table 5 for full results. 

 

Table 5. Direct effects of SES on depression  
  Effect on T1 Dep Effect on T2 Dep 
  Est (SE) Est (SE) 
Child Sex .15 (.15) .17 (.07)* 
Age at Scan .07 (.06) -.02 (.02) 
Neighborhood SES .03 (.05) .03 (.05) 
Household SES -.06 (.10) -.08 (.03)* 
T1 Depression N/A .11 (.07) 
Constant -.71 (.67) .07 (.28) 
Observations 118 118 
R2 0.10 0.10 
Note: * p < 0.05. 

 
 
 
Direct Relationships Between Depression and Cortical Thickness 

Depression as a Predictor of Cortical Thickness. Depression symptoms at T1 did 

not significantly predict estimates of overall mean or regional cortical thickness in either 

hemisphere. See Table 6 for full results. 

Cortical Thickness as a Predictor of Depression. Estimates of cortical thickness 

did not predict depression symptoms at T3 when controlling for depression symptoms at 

T1. See Table 7 for full results.  
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Table 6. Direct effects of T1 depression symptoms on cortical thickness 
 Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

 
Overall 
Mean 

Lateral 
OFC 

Medial 
OFC 

Caudal 
ACC 

Rostral 
ACC 

Overall 
Mean 

Lateral 
OFC 

Medial 
OFC 

Caudal 
ACC 

Rostral 
ACC 

  Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) 
Child Sex .04(.02)* .02(.03) -.00(.03) .16(.04)** .15(.04)** .04(.02)* .02(.03) .05(.03) .13(.05)** .07(.04) 

Age -.01(.01) -.00(.01) -.02(.01)* .00(.02) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) .00(.01) -.01(.01) .01(.02) .01(.01) 

Depression -.00(.01) .02(.01) .00(.01) .02(.01) -.02(.02) -.00(.01) .00(.01) .01(.01) -.00(.03) -.00(.02) 

Constant 2.82(.08)** 3.03(.14)** 3.12(.14)** 2.77(.21)** 3.21(.16)** 2.77(.07)** 2.81(.12)** 3.04(.13)** 2.66(.20)** 3.20(.18)** 

N 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 

R2 .05 .02 .03 .08 .09 .04 .004 .04 .04 .02 

Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01 
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Table 7. Direct effects of cortical thickness on T3 depression symptoms 
Dependent Variable: T3 Depression Symptoms        

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 

 Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) Est(SE) 
Child Sex .27(.14) .26(.13)* .25(.13)* .30(.18) .28(.16) .28(.15) .26(.14) .26(.14) .25(.12)* .26(.13)* 

Age at Scan -.03(.02) -.03(.02) -.02(.03) -.03(.02) -.03(.02) -.03(.02) -.03(.02) -.03(.03) -.03(.02) -.03(.02) 

T1 Depression .10(.08) .12(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .10(.08) .10(.08) .10(.08) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) 

Left Hemisphere      
   1. Overall Mean -.43(.59) - - - - - - - - - 

   2. Lateral OFC - -.35(.34) - - - - - - - - 

   3. Medial OFC - - .08(.30) - - - - - - - 

   4. Caudal ACC - - - -.29(.37) - - - - - - 

   5. Rostral ACC - - - - -.17(.30) - - - - - 

Right Hemisphere         
   6. Overall Mean - - - - - -.79(.98) - - - - 

   7. Lateral OFC - - - - - - -.54(.50) - - - 

   8. Medial OFC - - - - - - - -.17(.40) - - 

   9. Caudal ACC - - - - - - - - -.02(.14) - 

   1. Rostral ACC - - - - - - - - - -.15(.22) 

Constant 1.29(1.62) 1.14(.97) -.21(1.14) .86(.98) .61(.94) 2.26(2.67) 1.62(1.37) .59(1.29) .11(.55) .56(.80) 

Observations 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 

R2 .04 .05 .04 .05 .04 .05 .05 .04 .04 .04 

Note: * p < .05.          
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Structural Equation Models 

Primary Aim 2 

Indirect Effect of SES on Cortical Thickness via Depression.  

No indirect effects between SES and cortical thickness via depression symptoms 

were identified. Regarding direct effects, neighborhood, but not household, SES 

demonstrated significant and positive direct associations with overall mean cortical 

thickness in the right and left hemispheres. Additionally, depression symptoms at T1 

demonstrated a significant positive direct association with cortical thickness in the left 

lateral OFC and a significant inverse association with cortical thickness in the left rostral 

ACC. No other direct associations between depression symptoms and cortical thickness, 

SES and cortical thickness, or SES and depression symptoms were identified. Full results 

can be found in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Direct and indirect effects of SES on cortical thickness via T1 depression symptoms 
  Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

    
 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

Direct Effects on CT Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) 

 Neighborhood SES .02(.01)* .02(.02) .00(.02) .01(.03) .01(.03) .03(.01)** .02(.02) .00(.02) .03(.03) .02(.02) 

 Household SES .00(.01) .02(.02) .01(.02) .04(.03) .01(.03) -.01(.01) .00(.02) .01(.02) -.02(.03) -.03(.03) 

 Age at Scan -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.03(.01)* -.01(.02) -.02(.02) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.02(.01) .00(.02) -.01(.02) 

 Child Sex .03(.02) .03(.04) .01(.04) .17(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .08(.04)* .13(.05)* .06(.05) 

Direct Effects on T1 Depression Symptoms 

 Neighborhood SES .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) 

 Household SES -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) -.06(.10) 
 

Age at Scan .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) .06(.05) 

 Child Sex .15(.14) .15(.14) .15(.14) .15(.14) .15(.14) .15(.14) .15(.14) .15(.14) .14(.14) .15(.14) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on CT 

 T1 Depression  .00(.02) .05(.02)** .01(.03) .05(.03) -.04(.02)* -.01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.01) .06(.03) .03(.03) 

Indirect Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N. SES -> Dep. -> CT (-.003, .003) (-.003, .011) (-.006, .004) (-.005, .010) (-.010, .002) (-.004, .002) (-.002, .005) (-.002, .003) (-.006, .012) (-.005, .008) 

 H. SES -> Dep. -> CT (-.006, .002) (-.019, .005) (-.005, .011) (-.022, .006) (-.005, .013) (-.006, .003) (-.011, .001) (-.005, .003) (-.019, .010) (-.019, .004) 

Total Direct Effects           

 Total Effect of N. SES (.003, .042) (-.013, .066) (-.048, .042) (-.047, .074) (-.060, .063) (.007, .047) (-.008, .058) (-.033, .042) (-.027, .093) (-.024, .061) 

  Total Effect of H. SES (-.019, .024) (-.025, .069) (-.032, .052) (-.033, .100) (-.044, .065) (-.028, .016) (-.037, .037) (-.037, .051) (-.089, .039) (-.075, .026) 
Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01 
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Indirect Effect of SES on Depression via Cortical Thickness  

No indirect effects between SES and depression symptoms via cortical thickness 

were identified. Regarding direct effects, household, but not neighborhood, SES 

demonstrated a significant inverse direct association with depression symptoms at 9 

months across all models. As above, neighborhood SES demonstrated a significant 

positive direct association with overall mean cortical thickness in the left and right 

hemispheres, and depression symptoms at T1 demonstrated a significant positive direct 

association with cortical thickness in the left lateral OFC. Full results can be found in 

Table 9. 
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Table 9. Direct and indirect effects of SES on depression via cortical thickness  
Mediator: Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

   Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

Direct Effects on T3 Dep Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) 
 

Neighborhood SES .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .04(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .04(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) 
 

Household SES -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* 
 

T1 Depression .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.08) .10(.07) .12(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.08) .11(.07) 
 

Age at Scan -.02(.03) -.02(.02) -.02(.03) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.03) -.02(.02) -.01(.03) -.02(.02) -.02(.03) 
 

Child Sex .17(.08)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .14(.07)* .16(.06)* .17(.08)* .17(.08)* .16(.07)* .18(.08)* .17(.07)* 

Direct Effects on Mediator (CT) 
 

Neighborhood SES .02(.01)* .02(.02) .00(.02) .01(.03) .01(.03) .03(.01)** .02(.02) .00(.02) .03(.03) .01(.02) 
 

Household SES .00(.01) .02(.02) .01(.02) .04(.03) .01(.03) -.01(.01) .00(.02) .01(.02) -.02(.03) -.03(.03) 
 

T1 Depression .00(.02) .05(.02)** .01(.04) .05(.03) -.04(.02)* -.01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.01) .06(.03) .03(.03) 
 

Age at Scan -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.03(.01)* -.01(.02) -.02(.02) -.00(.01) -.01(.01) -.02(.01) .01(.02) -.00(.02) 
 

Child Sex .03(.02) .03(.04) .01(.04) .17(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .08(.04)* .14(.05)** .07(.05) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
  CT .11(.36) .07(.17) .05(.35) .21(.11) .10(.21) .08(.44) .00(.17) .27(.33) -.04(.15) -.05(.26) 

Indirect Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI  
N. SES -> CT -> Dep. (-.020, .021) (-.012, .014) (-.015, .023) (-.019, .014) (-.014, .021) (-.033, .026) (-.033, .026) (-.016, .023) (-.021, .012) (-.014, .016) 

 
H. SES -> CT -> Dep. (-.009, .010) (-.013, .017) (-.018, .018) (-.005, .033) (-.012, .018) (-.015, .012) (-.015, .012) (-.021, .022) (-.011, .020) (-.020, .021) 

 
T1 Dep. -> CT -> Dep. (-.015, .016) (-.020, .026) (-.032, .028) (-.004, .036) (-.032, .014) (-.019, .022) (-.019, .022) (-.007, .020) (-.032, .019) (-.019, .023) 

Total Direct Effects 
          

 
Total Effect of N. SES (-.040, .164) (-.039, .165) (-.044, .175) (-.038, .175) (-.045, .173) (-.038, .162) (-.038, .162) (-.041, .158) (-.040, .165) (-.042, .153) 

 
Total Effect of H. SES (-.161,-.016) (-.159,-.016) (-.158,-.013) (-.166,-.015) (-.157,-.015) (-.167,-.015) (-.167,-.015) (-.164,-.014) (-.165,-.016) (-.163,-.016) 

  Total Effect of T1 Dep. (-.015, .410) (-.009, .423) (-.023, .407) (-.003, .383) (-.010, .355) (-.006, .449) (-.006, .449) (-.006, .429) (-.014, .428) (-.005, .368) 

Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01 
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Exploratory Aim 

Indirect Effects of SES on Depression and Cortical Thickness via Stress.  

None of the examined stress variables were found to significantly mediate 

associations between SES and depression symptoms or SES and cortical thickness. Full 

results can be found in Tables 10-13.  

Regarding direct effects, direct associations between SES and stress were 

identified for multiple indicators of stress. Household SES was significantly positively 

associated with total number of stressful life events (Table 10), number of independent 

stressful life events (Table 11), and parent-reported perceived neighborhood safety (Table 

12), but not child-reported parental warmth (Table 13). Neighborhood SES was also 

significantly positively associated with perceived neighborhood safety (Table 12), but 

demonstrated a significant inverse association with number of independent stressful life 

events (Table 11). No direct associations between neighborhood SES and total number of 

stressful life events (Table 10) or parental warmth (Table 13) were observed. Direct 

associations between stress and cortical thickness were also observed. Independent 

stressful life events were significantly inversely associated with cortical thickness in the 

left medial OFC (Table 11), whereas parental warmth was significantly positively 

associated with cortical thickness in the right medial OFC (Table 13). No direct 

associations between depression and any stress variables were observed. 
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Table 10. Direct and indirect effects of SES on cortical thickness and depression via stress: total stressful life events. 
  Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

    
 Overall  
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

Direct Effect on CT Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) 
 N. SES .02(.01)* .02(.02) .01(.02) .01(.03) -.00(.03) .02(.01)* .02(.02) .00(.02) .04(.03) .02(.02) 

 H. SES .00(.01) .03(.02) -.00(.02) .03(.03) .02(.03) -.00(.01) .01(.02) .01(.02) -.04(.03) -.03(.03) 

 Age at Scan -.01(.01) -.00(.01) -.04(.01)** -.01(.02) -.01(.02) -.00(.01) .00(.01) -.02(.01) .00(.02) -.00(.02) 

 Child Sex .03(.02) .04(.04) .01(.04) .18(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .08(.04)* .14(.05)** .07(.05) 
Direct Effects on T3 Depression 
 N.SES .03(.05) .03(.05) .04(.05) .04(.05) .04(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .04(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) 

 H. SES -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* -.08(.03)* 

 Age at Scan -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) -.02(.02) 

 Child Sex .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.08)* .18(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .18(.08)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* 

 T1 Depression .11(.08) .11(.08) .11(.09) .10(.08) .11(.08) .11(.08) .11(.08) .11(.08) .11(.09) .11(.08) 

Direct Effects on Mediator (Stressful Life Events) 
 N. SES -1.27(.74) -1.27(.74) -1.31(.76) -1.27(.74) -1.26(.74) -1.26(.74) -1.28(.75) -1.27(.74) -1.27(.74) -1.27(.74) 

 H. SES 1.93(.69)** 1.93(.69)** 2.01(.71)** 1.92(.69)** 1.86(.69)** 1.94(.69)** 1.93(.69)** 1.92(.69)** 1.91(.69)** 1.93(.69)** 

 Age at Scan 1.77(.53)** 1.78(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 1.78(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 1.77(.53)** 

 Child Sex 1.00(1.52) 1.04(1.51) .91(1.51) .97(1.51) .95(1.51) 1.03(1.51) 1.01(1.51) .95(1.51) 1.02(1.51) .95(1.51) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (CT) 
 LEI Total -.00(.00) -.00(.00) .01(.00) .00(.00) -.00(.00) -.00(.00) -.00(.00) -.00(.00) .00(.00) .00(.00) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
  LEI Total .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.01) 

Indirect Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES-Stress -CT (-.001, .007) (-.001, .016) (-.027, .002) (-.014, .007) (-.002, .019) (-.001, .009) (-.002, .016) (-.005, .007) (-.024, .005) (-.012, .005) 

 H.SES-Stress-CT (-.009, .002) (-.021, .001) (-.003, .032) (-.010, .018) (-.022, .004) (-.012, .001) (-.019, .002) (-.008, .007) (-.009, .026) (-.007, .015) 

 N.SES-Stress-Dep (-.025, .020) (-.026, .019) (-.025, .020) (-.029, .020) (-.025, .015) (-.023, .019) (-.027, .021) (-.027, .017) (-.028, .019) (-.024, .019) 

 H.SES-Stress-Dep (-.026, .027) (-.027, .029) (-.032, .033) (-.027, .033) (-.023, .030) (-.028, .032) (-.030, .033) (-.024, .034) (-.028, .032) (-.030, .028) 
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Table 10 Continued 
 
Total Direct Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES on CT (.001, .042) (-.012, .073) (-.047, .040) (-.059, .073) (-.055, .061) (.006, .047) (-.005, .058) (-.032, .041) (-.029, .090) (-.024, .061) 

 H.SES on CT (-.021, .022) (-.028, .067) (-.032, .051) (-.033, .096) (-.049, .064) (-.031, .014) (-.036, .037) (-.039, .049) (-.090, .029) (-.081, .016) 

 N.SES on T3 Dep (-.040, .169) (-.044, .155) (-.049, .178) (-.040, .166) (-.044, .176) (-.040, .181) (-.041, .168) (-.040, .177) (-.043, .159) (-.042, .160) 
  H.SES on T3 Dep (-.167,-.014) (-.167,-.017) (-.154,-.011) (-.158,-.014) (-.156,-.012) (-.177,-.018) (-.165,-.017) (-.17,-.011) (-.163,-.012) (-.149,-.018) 
Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01. 
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Table 11. Direct and indirect effects of SES on cortical thickness and depression via stress: total independent stressful life events. 
  Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

    
 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

Direct Effects on CT Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) 
 N.SES .02(.01)* .02(.02) .01(.02) .01(.03) .00(.03) .02(.01)* .02(.02) .01(.02) .03(.03) .02(.02) 

 H.SES .00(.01) .03(.02) .00(.02) .03(.03) .01(.03) -.01(.01) .00(.02) .01(.02) -.03(.03) -.03(.03) 

 Age at Scan -.01(.01) -.00(.01) -.04(.01)** -.01(.02) -.02(.02) -.00(.01) .00(.01) -.02(.01) .01(.02) -.00(.02) 

 Child Sex .03(.02) .04(.04) .01(.04) .18(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .08(.04)* .15(.05)** .07(.05) 

Direct Effects on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
 N.SES .04(.05) .04(.05) .04(.06) .05(.05) .05(.05) .04(.05) .04(.05) .05(.05) .04(.05) .04(.05) 

 H.SES -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* -.08(.03)* -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* -.09(.04)* 

 Age at Scan -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) -.04(.03) 

 Child Sex .17(.07)* .18(.07)* .17(.08)* .18(.07)* .18(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .18(.08)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* 

 T1 Depression .11(.07) .10(.07) .11(.08) .10(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .10(.08) .11(.08) .11(.07) 

Direct Effects on Mediator (Independent Stressful Life Events) 
 N.SES -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.46(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* -.45(.19)* 

 H.SES .41(.20)* .41(.20)* .43(.20)* .40(.20)* .39(.20) .41(.20)* .41(.20)* .41(.20)* .41(.20)* .41(.20)* 

 Age at Scan .67(.20)** .67(.20)** .67(.20)** .67(.19)** .67(.20)** .67(.20)** .67(.20)** .67(.20)** .67(.20)** .67(.20)** 

 Child Sex .04(.50) .05(.49) .02(.49) .03(.49) .03(.49) .05(.50) .04(.49) .03(.49) .02(.50) .03(.49) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (CT) 
 LEI Ind Total -.00(.00) -.01(.01) .02(.01)* .00(.01) -.01(.01) -.00(.00) -.01(.01) .00(.01) -.00(.01) .00(.01) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
 LEI Ind Total .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) .03(.03) 

Indirect Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES-Stress-CT (-.002, .008) (-.003, .014) (-.021, .000) (-.013, .007) (-.006, .014) (-.001, .009) (-.003, .014) (-.010, .006) (-.009, .012) (-.014, .008) 

 H.SES-Stress-CT (-.006, .003) (-.011, .003) (.000, .019) (-.006, .012) (-.011, .006) (-.007, .002) (-.010, .003) (-.005, .011) (-.013, .007) (-.009, .014) 

 N.SES-Stress-Dep (-.047, .009) (-.046, .009) (-.045, .009) (-.046, .006) (-.048, .007) (-.046, .009) (-.051, .008) (-.047, .008) (-.047, .008) (-.047, .009) 

 H.SES-Stress-Dep (-.009, .046) (-.009, .046) (-.008, .048) (-.006, .044) (-.006, .045) (-.009, .049) (-.007, .048) (-.009, .045) (-.008, .046) (-.010, .048) 
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Table 11 Continued 
 
Total Direct Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N. SES on CT (.001, .041) (-.009, .072) (-.044, .045) (-.054, .074) (-.057, .064) (.004, .048) (-.006, .059) (-.034, .044) (-.031, .095) (-.028, .058) 

 H. SES on CT (-.022, .023) (-.024, .066) (-.032, .051) (-.034, .094) (-.052, .064) (-.030, .014) (-.035, .040) (-.041, .053) (-.087, .031) (-.083, .022) 

 N. SES on Dep (-.043, .173) (-.042, .154) (-.046, .157) (-.045, .159) (-.043, .154) (-.038, .163) (-.043, .162) (-.036, .158) (-.043, .156) (-.044, .146) 

  H. SES on Dep (-.156, -.016) (-.157, -.012) (-.158, -.013) (-.157, -.011) (-.149, -.013) (-.158, -.014) (-.159, -.016) (-.165, -.015) (-.162, -.013) (-.149, -.015) 
Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01. 
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Table 12. Direct and indirect effects of SES on cortical thickness and depression via stress: perceived neighborhood safety. 
  Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

    
 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

Direct Effects on CT Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) 
 N.SES .02(.01)* .03(.02) .01(.02) -.00(.03) .00(.03) .03(.01)** .03(.02) .00(.02) .03(.03) .02(.02) 

 H.SES .01(.01) .04(.03) .04(.03) -.00(.04) .01(.03) -.01(.01) .02(.02) .01(.03) -.04(.04) -.02(.03) 

 Age at Scan -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.03(.01)* .00(.02) -.02(.02) -.00(.01) -.01(.01) -.02(.01) .01(.02) -.00(.02) 

 Child Sex .03(.02) .03(.04) .01(.04) .18(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .08(.04)* .15(.05)** .07(.05) 

Direct Effects on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
 N.SES .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.04) .03(.05) .03(.05) .02(.04) .03(.04) 

 H.SES -.11(.06) -.11(.06) -.10(.06) -.10(.06) -.10(.06) -.11(.06) -.10(.06) -.11(.06) -.11(.06) -.10(.06) 

 Age at Scan -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.01(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) 

 Child Sex .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .18(.07)* .16(.07)* .17(.07)* 

 T1 Depression .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.08) .10(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.08) .11(.07) 

Direct Effects on Mediator (Perceived Neighborhood Safety) 
 N.SES .58(.27)* .58(.27)* .59(.27)* .57(.27)* .58(.27)* .58(.27)* .58(.27)* .58(.27)* .58(.27)* .58(.27)* 

 

H.SES 1.91(.30)** 1.91(.30)** 1.91(.30)** 1.92(.30)** 1.92(.30)** 1.92(.30)** 1.90(.30)** 1.92(.30)** 1.92(.30)** 1.91(.30)** 

 Age at Scan -.23(.17) -.23(.17) -.24(.17) -.21(.17) -.22(.17) -.22(.17) -.23(.17) -.22(.17) -.22(.17) -.23(.17) 

 Child Sex -.05(.53) -.07(.53) -.04(.53) -.06(.53) -.05(.53) -.04(.53) -.04(.53) -.05(.54) -.04(.53) -.05(.53) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (CT) 

 
Neighborhood 
Safety -.00(.00) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) .02(.01) .00(.01) .00(.00) -.01(.01) .00(.01) .01(.01) -.01(.01) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (T3 Depression) 

 
Neighborhood 
Safety .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) .01(.02) 

Indirect Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES-Stress-CT (-.008, .004) (-.023, .003) (-.025, .002) (-.004, .027) (-.018, .015) (-.005, .006) (-.024, .002) (-.010, .009) (-.013, .019) (-.018, .009) 

 H.SES-Stress-CT (-.018, .014) (-.047, .013) (-.064, .005) (-.008, .097) (-.041, .052) (-.013, .019) (-.05, .010) (-.026, .034) (-.032, .063) (-.048, .029) 

 N.SES-Stress -Dep (-.026, .043) (-.030, .044) (-.03, .038) (-.024, .044) (-.026, .040) (-.019, .040) (-.027, .042) (-.024, .042) (-.022, .043) (-.024, .043) 

 H.SES-Stress-Dep (-.064, .123) (-.065, .128) (-.058, .119) (-.057, .130) (-.063, .123) (-.054, .131) (-.065, .123) (-.058, .125) (-.059, .126) (-.065, .124) 
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Table 12 Continued 
 
Total Direct Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES on CT (.000, .041) (-.010, .068) (-.048, .044) (-.051, .071) (-.060, .059) (.006, .047) (-.007, .057) (-.035, .044) (-.025, .095) (-.026, .059) 

 H.SES on CT (-.024, .025) (-.027, .064) (-.034, .054) (-.030, .096) (-.050, .064) (-.032, .014) (-.039, .038) (-.039, .049) (-.094, .032) (-.088, .022) 

 N.SES on Dep (-.038, .164) (-.036, .163) (-.046, .196) (-.041, .184) (-.045, .168) (-.039, .170) (-.039, .175) (-.035, .163) (-.041, .170) (-.040, .170) 

  H.SES on Dep (-.16, -.016) (-.164, -.016) (-.166, -.012) (-.166, -.01) (-.156, -.010) (-.159, -.020) (-.178, -.014) (-.162, -.015) (-.17, -.015) (-.164, -.016) 

Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01         
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Table 13. Direct and indirect effects of SES on cortical thickness and depression via stress: parental warmth. 
  Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 

    
 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

 Overall 
Mean 

 Lateral 
OFC 

 Medial 
OFC 

 Caudal 
ACC 

 Rostral 
ACC 

Direct Effects on CT Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) Est (SE) 
 N.SES .02(.01)* .02(.02) .00(.02) .01(.03) .00(.03) .03(.01)** .02(.02) .00(.02) .03(.03) .02(.02) 

 H.SES .00(.01) .02(.02) .02(.02) .04(.03) .01(.03) -.01(.01) -.00(.02) .02(.02) -.03(.03) -.03(.03) 

 Age at Scan -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.03(.01)* -.00(.02) -.02(.02) -.00(.01) -.00(.01) -.02(.01)* .01(.02) .00(.02) 

 Child Sex .03(.02) .04(.04) .01(.04) .18(.05)** .15(.05)** .03(.02) .05(.04) .07(.04)* .15(.05)** .07(.05) 

Direct Effects on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
 N.SES .03(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .04(.05) .04(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) .04(.05) .03(.05) .03(.05) 

 H.SES -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* -.07(.03)* 

 Age at Scan -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) -.02(.03) 

 Child Sex .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.08)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* .18(.07)* .17(.07)* .17(.07)* 

 T1 Depression .11(.07) .10(.07) .11(.08) .10(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.07) .11(.08) .11(.07) 

Direct Effects on Mediator (Parental Warmth) 
 N.SES -.10(.51) -.12(.51) -.15(.51) -.11(.51) -.08(.51) -.09(.51) -.11(.51) -.12(.51) -.12(.51) -.10(.52) 

 H.SES .85(.47) .84(.46) .84(.47) .85(.47) .88(.47) .85(.47) .85(.47) .86(.46) .85(.47) .86(.47) 

 Age at Scan -.49(.26) -.49(.26) -.50(.26) -.49(.26) -.49(.26) -.49(.26) -.49(.27) -.52(.26)* -.50(.26) -.50(.26) 

 Child Sex -.40(.83) -.38(.83) -.44(.82) -.40(.82) -.39(.83) -.39(.82) -.38(.83) -.52(.82) -.42(.82) -.40(.83) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (CT) 
 Parental Warmth .00(.00) .00(.00) -.01(.00) -.00(.01) .00(.01) .00(.00) .00(.00) -.01(.00)** -.00(.01) .00(.01) 

Direct Effect of Mediator on Outcome (T3 Depression) 
  Parental Warmth -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) -.01(.01) 

Indirect Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES-Stress-CT (-.003, .004) (-.008, .007) (-.008, .009) (-.009, .008) (-.007, .008) (-.004, .004) (-.005, .007) (-.019, .015) (-.007, .008) (-.006, .008) 

 H.SES-Stress-CT (-.003, .008) (-.003, .017) (-.016, .006) (-.012, .014) (-.007, .018) (-.003, .008) (-.005, .012) (-.026, .002) (-.015, .009) (-.009, .014) 

 N.SES-Stress -Dep (-.020, .015) (-.018, .018) (-.019, .019) (-.022, .020) (-.023, .016) (-.019, .018) (-.019, .020) (-.023, .018) (-.021, .018) (-.017, .019) 

 H.SES-Stress-Dep (-.033, .007) (-.034, .007) (-.036, .007) (-.035, .009) (-.037, .007) (-.034, .006) (-.037, .008) (-.036, .006) (-.034, .007) (-.034, .008) 
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Table 13 Continued 
 
Total Direct Effects Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI Bootstrap CI 

 N.SES on CT (.001, .042) (-.010, .070) (-.045, .047) (-.057, .071) (-.061, .066) (.005, .045) (-.006, .056) (-.033, .045) (-.028, .097) (-.029, .060) 

 H.SES on CT (-.021, .023) (-.028, .066) (-.034, .051) (-.030, .093) (-.043, .067) (-.030, .014) (-.039, .041) (-.035, .052) (-.099, .032) (-.087, .020) 

 N.SES on Dep (-.039, .162) (-.039, .164) (-.045, .175) (-.040, .187) (-.039, .173) (-.036, .173) (-.043, .166) (-.038, .177) (-.040, .164) (-.039, .178) 

  H.SES on Dep (-.160, -.014) (-.171-.014) (-.162, -.01) (-.162, -.012) (-.159, -.016) (-.166, -.014) (-.157,-.011) (-.159, -.014) (-.169, -.017) (-.158, -.012) 

Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

 

Previous and separate literatures have identified associations between 1) SES and 

cortical development, 2) SES and depression, and 3) depression and differences in 

cortical structure. The current study took a developmental psychopathology approach to 

the integration of these literatures and examined direct and indirect associations between 

SES, cortical thickness, and depression symptoms in early adolescence, with exploratory 

analyses considering the potential mediating role of individual experiences of stress.  

Regarding relationships between SES and brain structure in early adolescence, the 

current study identified direct positive associations between neighborhood SES and 

cortical structure. Consistent with our hypotheses, youth who live in lower SES 

neighborhoods demonstrated reduced overall mean cortical thickness bilaterally. 

However, we did not find reduced cortical thickness in a priori regions of interest (OFC, 

ACC), suggesting that socioeconomic impacts on neurodevelopment may be diffuse as 

opposed to localized. Furthermore, household SES did not demonstrate significant 

associations with global or regional cortical thickness. Associations between SES and 

cortical thickness were not found to be mediated by depression symptoms or individual 

experiences of stress. 

Regarding relationships between SES and depression, the current study identified 

unique associations between different indicators of SES and depression; associations 

between household, but not neighborhood, SES and depression symptoms were 

identified. Specifically, whereas household SES was not significantly associated with 
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depression at baseline, significant direct effects between household SES and depression 

at follow-up were identified, controlling for baseline symptoms. These findings suggest 

that youth residing in low SES households demonstrated increased symptoms of 

depression across time. This relationship was not mediated by either cortical structure or 

individual experiences of stress. Associations between household SES and depression are 

consistent with hypotheses and numerous studies that have identified increased rates of 

depression in youth residing in low SES households (for review see Reiss, 2013). 

Regarding relationships between depression and brain structure, results of the 

current study offered limited and mixed support for associations between depression 

symptoms and cortical structural differences in hypothesized ROIs. Counter to our 

hypotheses, multiple regression analyses failed to identify prospective predictions of 

cortical thickness to depression symptoms, or depression symptoms to cortical thickness. 

Similarly, in structural equation models that examined direct pathways from brain 

structure to depression symptoms at follow-up, no significant associations were found. 

However, in structural equation models controlling for SES, depression symptoms at 

baseline were significantly associated with cortical thickness in the left lateral OFC and 

left rostral ACC such that increased depression symptoms were associated with increased 

cortical thickness in the OFC and reduced cortical thickness in the ACC. 

Identified associations between depression and cortical thickness are somewhat 

consistent with the established literature with associations emerging within specific 

regions associated with depression and not overall global estimates (Schmaal et al., 

2017). Lateralization to the left hemisphere is also consistent with some prior studies 

(e.g., Nolan et al., 2002; Reynolds et al., 2014), although meta-analyses have also 
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identified bilateral reductions of cortical thickness in the OFC and ACC (Schmaal et al., 

2017; Suh et al., 2019). The direction of associations in the current study was inconsistent 

(positive in the OFC; negative in the ACC), which mirrors the complexity of identified 

associations in child and adolescent samples, with extant literature identifying both 

positive (e.g., Koenig et al., 2018; Reynolds et al., 2014) and negative (e.g., Boes et al., 

2008; Merz et al., 2018) directionality of associations between depression and brain 

structure. Although these results provide some evidence that depression-associated 

cortical structural features may be emerging in early adolescence, the large number of 

analyses run and the inconsistent presentation of these findings in the current study does 

not confer robust evidence of these relationships. 

Exploratory analyses in the current study also examined individual experiences of 

stress as mediators of associations between SES and brain structure and between SES and 

depression symptoms. Previous research has highlighted stress exposure as an important 

possible mediator between socioeconomic risk factors and neural impacts (Farah, 2017; 

Johnson et al., 2016). Counter to our hypotheses, the psychosocial mechanisms examined 

in the current study (experience of stressful life events, parental warmth, and perceived 

neighborhood safety) did not mediate the relationship between SES and cortical thickness 

in early adolescence. It is important to note that the limited prior studies that have 

identified stress-based mediators of these associations primarily have focused on early 

childhood stress exposure (e.g., Luby et al., 2013); thus, there may be sensitive periods 

such that stress exposure earlier in development is associated more strongly with neural 

impacts than the early adolescent experiences examined in the current study. 

Furthermore, the unique association of brain structure with neighborhood SES identified 
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in our study also may point to environmental mechanisms including increased risk of 

exposure to environmental toxins (Liu & Lewis, 2014) and access to adequate nutrition 

(Kant & Graubard, 2012; Nyaradi et al., 2013).  

Despite the dearth of indirect effects, direct effects between SES and stress 

experiences were evident in the current study. Consistent with hypotheses, perceived 

neighborhood safety was associated with both household and neighborhood SES, with 

lower SES being associated with perceptions of reduced neighborhood safety. Counter to 

hypotheses and published studies (e.g., ; Luby et al., 2013; Roubinov & Boyce, 2017), 

parental warmth was not associated with either neighborhood or household SES. Self-

reported experience of stressful life events demonstrated different patterns of associations 

with household and neighborhood SES. As predicted, neighborhood SES was inversely 

associated with the number of independent stressful life events, but not total life events, 

such that youth residing in low SES neighborhoods tended to experience higher rates of 

stressful life events that are outside of their control. Interestingly, and counter to 

hypotheses, household SES was positively associated with both total and independent 

stressful life events, such that youth residing in higher SES households reported higher 

rates of stressful life events. Further work is needed to understand the complex 

associations between facets of SES in individual and community contexts and different 

experiences of stress.  

Some direct effects between stress and brain structure were also observed in the 

current study. Independent, but not total, stressful life events were inversely associated 

with cortical thickness in the left medial OFC, such that youth experiencing increased 

stress demonstrated reduced cortical thickness in this region. Parental warmth also 
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demonstrated an association with regional cortical thickness; youth who report less 

parental warmth demonstrate increased cortical thickness in the right medial OFC. The 

opposing direction and lateralization of these findings, as well as the small effect size and 

limited number of associations observed across the multiple models, confer limited 

interpretable evidence of consistent relationships between brain structure and stress 

experiences in this sample.  

Taken together, results of this study highlight diffuse and complex neurostructural 

and psychosocial sequelae of SES; our findings suggest that youth residing in lower SES 

neighborhoods and households are at risk for diffuse neural impacts (reduced overall 

mean cortical thickness) and a multitude of poor psychosical outcomes (increased 

depression symptoms and stressful life experiences, reduced perceptions of neighborhood 

safety). In contrast, little support emerged for the specific hypothesized pathways from 

SES to depression via brain structure, and vice versa. The complex and varied identified 

associations between SES and neural and psychosocial outcomes in the current study 

highlight the principle of multifinality, as the same broad risk factor (SES) appears to 

confer increased risk of a multitude of outcomes, including, but not limited to, increased 

depressive symptoms. Continued exploration of the associations between SES and neural 

and psychosocial development in large samples may clarify the complex individual 

differences and diverse impacts of SES on developmental trajectories. 

Strengths of the current study include its prospective longitudinal design and 

integration of multiple methods (neuroimaging, clinical interviews, questionnaires) and 

informants (self, parent). Furthermore, the current study integrated multiple indices of 

SES and examined the unique effects of neighborhood and household SES, which 
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extends a literature that relies primarily on self-reported household SES. The unique 

patterns of associations that emerged for household and neighborhood SES in the current 

study highlights the importance of continued study of the individual impacts of household 

and neighborhood level socioeconomic risk factors on neural and psychosocial 

development.  

The current study also has a number of limitations. One critical limitation of this 

study is the single time point of neuroimaging. The lack of longitudinal brain structure 

data is particularly challenging in the context of the dynamic neurodevelopmental period 

examined in the current study. For example, interpretation of the static association 

between SES and cortical thickness is limited by the lack of longitudinal data, as it is 

impossible to determine whether reduced cortical thickness in youth living in low SES 

neighborhoods reflects an accelerated and/or earlier starting maturation process as 

opposed to a relative reduction that has been consistent over time. A second important 

limitation to the current study is the reduced power subsequent to missing data. Due in 

part to the integration of multiple informants and methods, the subset of the sample with 

complete data across all measures is approximately half of those enrolled. As such, the 

current sample is likely underpowered particularly to detect the small associations 

between depression and brain structure observed in the extant literature (Schmaal et al., 

2017; Koolschijn et al., 2009).  

In conclusion, the current study failed to concretely identify a single shared 

mechanism by which SES leads to emerging mood pathology and its neural correlates. 

However, we identified novel and important evidence to suggest that different aspects of 

SES may confer unique risks for neural and psychosocial development in early 
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adolescence. SES of the neighborhood appears to have global effects on 

neurodevelopment that are not mediated by mood or proximal stress, whereas SES of the 

household appears to be associated with increasing mood symptoms and heightened 

stress experiences in early adolescence. This study highlights the complexity of 

socioeconomic risk factors and the need for future research to include multiple indicators 

of neighborhood and household SES, and work to understand the individual level 

mediators of associations between these broad contexts and impacts on development. 
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